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Abstract. While majority cycles may pose a threat to democratic decision
making, actual decisions based inadvertently upon an incorrect majority pref-
erence relation may be far more expensive to society. We study majority rule
both in a statistical sampling and a Bayesian inference framework. Based on
any given paired comparison probabilities or ranking probabilities in a popu-
lation (i.e., culture) of reference, we derive upper and lower bounds on the
probability of a correct or incorrect majority social welfare relation in a ran-
dom sample (with replacement). We also present upper and lower bounds on
the probabilities of majority preference relations in the population given a
sample, using Bayesian updating. These bounds permit to map quite precisely
the entire picture of possible majority preference relations as well as their
probabilities. We illustrate our results using survey data.

1 Introduction

Arrow’s Impossibility Theorem [1] proves that no universal preference aggre-
gation method satisfies a certain set of simple axioms of rationality. Thus,
every preference aggregation rule requires paying a price in terms of violating
one or more of Arrow’s axioms. The price to pay for using majority rule is to
violate the axiom of transitivity: majority rule preferences need not be transi-
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tive. In order to be able to weigh this cost by its probability, researchers have
investigated the theoretical probability and the empirical frequency of major-
ity cycles.

In the theoretical arena, one influential strand of literature focuses on the
probability of majority rule cycles in samples drawn from a uniform distribu-
tion and investigates the role of sample size and number of candidates [6, 11,
20]. Empirical research suggests that majority cycles are extremely rare and,
moreover, that when they occur they tend to occur among the minor (lower
ranked) candidates [9, 26, 31].

In practice, an occurrence of a cycle means that a social choice may be pre-
vented or delayed. To us there exist potentially more dramatic costs to society
than a social choice being prevented or delayed (postponed). The potential for
high cost to society arises when there is a possibility that decisions are based
on incorrect assessments of the social choice function and when this incorrect
assessment remains unnoticed and uncorrected. For example, during the 2000
U.S. presidential election, the world was transfixed for several weeks with the
question whether the correct presidential candidate would receive a majority
of the electoral college vote. While we do not mean to take sides, it is fair to
say that in the minds of some voters the election outcome was both incorrect
and extremely costly for society. We do not know of any empirical work on
the frequency of incorrect election outcomes. In an e¤ort to make such studies
feasible we provide tools to evaluate the likelihood of correct and incorrect
assessments of majority rule preferences.

A second important theoretical strand of literature, more similar to our
approach, is the work on the Condorcet e‰ciency of various social choice
methods [12, 16, 18, 17, 21] and the work on the impact of voter turnout on
the outcome of majority rule [14, 15]. The Condorcet e‰ciency of a voting
method is the likelihood that this method will elect a majority winner (in a
sample from some culture), given a majority winner exists (in that sample).
As a consequence, the Condorcet e‰ciency of a social choice method is ‘‘in
e¤ect a conditional probability that two sample statistics coincide, given cer-
tain side conditions’’ [29]. For instance, Gehrlein and Valognes [17] study the
Condorcet e‰ciency of weighted scoring rules. Our approach is conceptually
di¤erent in that we study the probability that the majority preference in a
random sample and the majority preference in the underlying population do
or do not coincide.1 In comparison to Condorcet e‰ciency, the work on voter
abstention and turnout [14, 15] is more similar to our work here, in that it
studies how likely the population Condorcet winner of all eligible voters coin-
cides with the Condorcet winner of the nonabstaining voters, under certain
assumptions about voter turnout and for infinite sample sizes.

Whenever we draw a random sample from a population, we refer to the
population majority preference relation as the correct majority preference rela-

tion. (This relation may or may not be known.) Whenever the majority pref-
erence relation in a sample does not match the majority preference relation

1 See [29] for a detailed discussion of these conceptual di¤erences.
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in the population that the sample was drawn from, then we call the sample
majority preference relation an incorrect majority preference relation. We pro-
vide the conceptual framework and the mathematical tools to evaluate the
probability of a correct or incorrect majority preference relation in a random
sample from a given population. We also discuss correct and incorrect infer-
ences about population majority preferences extrapolated from sample data.
This allows the collective decision maker to assess the probability of basing
a decision on a correct or incorrect majority preference relation regardless of
whether Arrow’s axiom of transitivity is violated. Even if a cycle e¤ectively
prevents a social choice, it is nevertheless highly informative and therefore
valuable as a snapshot of society’s distribution of preferences, if correct.

We rely on a general concept of majority rule introduced by Regenwetter,
Marley and Grofman [33] which, they show, is applicable to virtually any
kind of preference, choice or rating data. They have shown that there is no
loss of generality by projecting all binary relations down to their asymmetric
part because this transformation does not a¤ect the majority rule outcomes.2
We therefore assume that the preferences of a population are accurately
captured by a probability distribution over asymmetric binary relations.
Obvious special cases are when individual preferences are linear orders or
strict weak orders. Using a trivial property of probabilities of joint events,
we derive upper and lower bounds on the probability of any possible majority
ordering. It turns out that this innocuous approach yields surprisingly strong
results: Whenever the population majorities are not tied, then the upper and
lower bounds on the sample majority preference probabilities are very tight,
even for relatively small sample sizes. The analogue holds for population
majority preferences, given sample data. The commonly studied case of
drawing random samples from the impartial culture can be thought of as an
example of the sampling problem where the population has a uniform distri-
bution over preference relations.3

Our tools put virtually no constraint on the nature or the distribution
of individual preferences, in contrast to the methods in the recent literature,
which assume, e.g., the maximal culture condition over linear orders [16], the
impartial weak order condition [17], the existence of cardinal utilities [35], or
the impartial culture over weak orders [38]. Following Van Deemen’s [38]
recommendation in this journal, our illustrations are based on realistic dis-
tributions. We construct such probability distributions from observed relative
frequencies in real world survey data.4 Our method yields general theoreti-

2 Also, Regenwetter et al.’s [33] equivalence between such a probability distribution
and tallies on utility functions or random utilities applies, i.e., everything we say in
terms of preference relations can be restated as equivalent statements about utility
functions.
3 We use the term population in the statistical sense. We think of a culture as a special
case of a population.
4 As one referee correctly pointed out, the study of preference distributions and the
comparison of voting procedures under a particular culture may, however, be justified
for other reasons than realism.
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cal results because it does not depend on constraining theoretical assump-
tions about voter preferences, and it generates strong empirical results because
some illustrations allow us to pin down all possible scenarios with surprising
accuracy.

The paper is organized as follows: We first assume that the distribution
of preferences in the population is given and we derive the sampling distri-
bution of pairwise majority preferences in samples randomly drawn (with
replacement) from that population (Sect. 2). We provide upper and lower
bounds on the probability of any possible sample majority preference order,
as well as upper and lower bounds on the probability that a random sample
will correctly reflect the majority preference order of the population that we
are sampling from (Sect. 3). Then we move from sampling distributions to
statistical inference by assuming that the given information is only a random
sample, and that the goal is to make an inference about the majority prefer-
ences of the population which the sample is drawn from (Sect. 4). Along the
way, we illustrate our results with examples from survey research. Section 5
provides conclusions and open questions, whereas the Appendix collects some
mathematical derivations for the inference problem.

2 Pairwise majority in a sample drawn from a given (population) probability

distribution over a set of binary relations

Throughout the paper, we refer to a fixed finite set C of choice alterna-
tives, candidates, parties or consumption bundles. A binary relation on C is
a set BJC� C of ordered pairs of elements in C. If B is a binary relation
describing a person’s state of preference, and ða; bÞ A B, then this person pre-
fers a to b. In other words, this person finds that a is better than b, and we also
write that as aBb. For any given binary relation B, we write B�1 for the
inverse relation, that is, B�1 ¼ fðb; aÞ such that ða; bÞ A Bg. A binary relation
B is asymmetric if BXB�1 ¼q. In words, a binary preference is asymmetric
if there is no pair a; b of choice alternatives such that a person in this state of
preference (strictly) prefers a to b and at the same time (strictly) prefers b to a.

We assume throughout that the possible states of preference form a col-
lection B of asymmetric binary relations over C. We will be interested in sit-
uations where the distribution of individual preferences over a population can
be conceptualized as a probability distribution over B. There are two impor-
tant circumstances in which such a probabilistic framework may be called for:

1. Relative frequencies are a special case of a probability measure, and
thus the proportion of people out of a given group that have a particular
state of preference can be quantified with a probability measure on the set
of possible states of preference.

2. It is often the case that people experience uncertainty as to their own
preferences, and thus any preference statements they provide may be gen-
erated through an internal sampling process. Famous examples of proba-
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bilistic models of individual decision making are Luce’s choice axiom [22,
23], Tversky’s elimination by aspects model [37], or various types of random
utility models [2, 7, 10, 25, 36]. The same models are often alternatively
interpreted as capturing a researcher’s uncertainty about (possibly deter-
ministic) preferences of a group of respondents.

All these scenarios have in common that we may be able to describe
the overall distribution of preferences in a population by a single probability
distribution over preference relations. The need for probabilistic models to
describe voting behavior has been discussed for some time in the literature [5].
Recent work has also linked probabilistic choice models from psychology and
econometrics to social choice and the analysis of voting or survey data [8, 30–
32]. In this section we study properties of random samples drawn from the
given population preference distribution. Let us denote the probability of each
relation B A B in the population by pB. For example, suppose for a moment
that B ¼ abc, a complete linear ranking where a is single best, and c is single
worst. Then pB ¼ pabc, and in a sampling framework, this denotes the prob-
ability that a person drawn at random from the population has the linear
preference order abc. If RJB, then we write pR for the sum of all pB, where
B A R. To make the notation more readable, we write paBb for pR when R ¼
fB A B such that aBbg. So, for example, in the case of complete linear orders
of 3 candidates (without indi¤erence) paBb ¼ pabc þ pacb þ pcab. We use the
analogous notation for the observed frequency of each binary relation in a
sample, e.g. NaBb ¼ Nabc þNacb þNcab (for complete rankings over 3 candi-
dates without indi¤erence). We use boldface letters to denote random variables
and regular font to denote numbers.

We will assume throughout the paper that sampling is done independently
(and, in particular, with replacement). Therefore, the sampling distribution of
preference relations has a multinomial distribution. Other sampling schemes
that have been studied before include anonymous preference profiles [3, 4, 13],
that lead to distributions other than the multinomial. For instance, Berg and
collaborators [3, 4] suggest a sampling scheme, where, for large assemblies, the
sampling distribution can be taken to be a Dirichlet distribution.5

We first derive the probability that a is preferred to b by a majority in
a sample, with replacement, of size N (i.e. NaBb > NbBa) given the probabilities
of all binary relations (i.e., pB, B A B) in the population. If there are
no indi¤erences in the population, i.e. BWB�1 ¼ C� C, for all B A B, then
NaBb þNbBa ¼ N, and NaBb has a binomial distribution with number of trials
N and probability of success paBb. Let us denote by fBinðX ;N; pÞ the binomial
distribution and by FBinðX ;N; pÞ the cumulative binomial distribution of the
binomial random variable X with number of trials N and probability of suc-
cess p, i.e.

5 Although the Dirichlet distribution appears in the Bayesian inference part of the
paper (for other purposes), we assume throughout that the sampling distribution is
multinomial.
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FBinðX ;N; pÞ ¼
XX

i¼0

N!

i!ðN � iÞ! pið1� pÞN�i ¼
XX

i¼0

fBinði;N; pÞ:

Also, to deal with even and odd N, we will need to use the floor of N
2 defined

standardly as

N

2

� �
¼

N
2 if N is even;

N�1
2 if N is odd:

8
<

: ð1Þ

We write aEb if and only if ða; bÞ B B; ðb; aÞ B B. In other words, aEb

denotes the situation where a and b are equivalent (hence the notation).
A person in this state of preference has no preference either way, i.e., s/he
is indi¤erent between the two options. If indi¤erence (i.e., aEb) is allowed,
then paBb þ paEb þ pbBa ¼ 1 and NaBbjNaEb (i.e., NaBb given NaEb) has a bino-
mial distribution with number of trials N �NaEb and probability of success

paBb

paBbþpbBa
.

Proposition 1. The probability that a is preferred to b by a strict majority in a

sample of size N is given by:

PðNaBb > NbBaÞ

¼
XN

NaEb¼0

fBinðNaEb;N; paEbÞ

� 1� FBin
N�NaEb

2

j k
;N �NaEb;

paBb

paBbþpbBa

� �� �

0

@

1

A: ð2Þ

Furthermore, for preferences without indi¤erence, i.e. paEb ¼ 0, a0 b, the

probability that a is preferred to b by a strict majority in a sample of size N is

given by:

PðNaBb > NbBaÞ ¼ 1� FBin

N

2

� �
;N; paBb

� �
: ð3Þ

Let us emphasize that Proposition 1 is valid for any number of candidates and
regardless of the exact nature of the preference relations in B.

We now illustrate (2) using attitudinal ratings in the 1996 American
National Election Study (1996 ANES) [34]. Consistent with Van Deemen’s
[38] recommendation to use realistic preference distributions we treat the rel-
ative frequencies in the survey as a population distribution. The reason we use
survey data to serve as a population is so that we use realistic probabilities
rather than arbitrary ones (like the impartial culture).6 More precisely, our
population distribution is a probability distribution over strict weak orders
that matches the relative frequencies of the 1996 ANES feeling thermome-
ter ratings for c (Clinton), d (Dole), and p (Perot). Figure 1a displays these

6 We do not make any claims about how similar other realistic distributions are or
should be to the ones we use in the current illustration.
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strict weak order probabilities and Table 1 shows the corresponding majority
preference probabilities in samples of size n¼ 50; 101; 500, respectively.
The information in Table 1 allows us, for instance, to conclude that even a
random sample of 50 voters is virtually certain to correctly identify the ma-
jority preference of Clinton over Perot, whereas 50 randomly sampled voters
have an 84% chance of correctly ranking Dole over Perot (by a majority in
the sample).

3 Upper and lower bounds on the probabilities of majority preference relations

based on probabilities of pairwise majorities

We now show how to evaluate the probability that any given complete,
asymmetric binary relation �JC� C is the majority preference relation, if

Fig. 1a,b. Probabilities of all possible strict weak orders in the population (i.e., the sur-
vey) for ANES 1996 (a). Probabilities of rankings in the population for GNES 1969 (b)
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we know for each pair a; b the probability that a is majority preferred to b. In
this section we illustrate the approach in a sampling framework. (Sect. 4 dis-
cusses the same method in an inference framework.)

Suppose we know the following quantities of the population distribu-
tion: For each pair ða; bÞ we know paBb and paEb, and therefore Eq. (2) pro-
vides the probability PðNaBb > NbBaÞ that a is majority preferred to b in a
sample (of size N ) drawn from the population. When it is important to dis-
tinguish between majority preferences in a population and majority prefer-
ences in a sample, we write �p for the majority preference relation in the pop-
ulation and �s for the majority preference relation in the sample when these
preferences are known or given, and we write �p and �s for the correspond-
ing majority preference relations when they are uncertain (i.e., the result of
a random process). Throughout this section we focus on the case where �p is
a complete asymmetric relation.

We first point out (without proof ) a basic property of the probability of a
joint event.

Proposition 2. For any collection A1;A2; . . . ;AK of events, the probability of the

joint event A ¼ A1 XA2 X � � �XAK has the following upper and lower bounds:

max 0; 1�
XK

i¼1

ð1� PðAiÞÞ
 !

a PðAÞa min
i

PðAiÞ: ð4Þ

We will exploit the simple fact that if the probabilities of some events Ai are
close to 0 or 1, then these bounds may become very close to each other, and
therefore they may become very good approximations for the probability of
the joint event.

We assume for now that a �p b, i.e., a is majority preferred to b in the
population. Writing daBb ¼ paBb � pbBa, the assumption a �p b is equivalent
to the assumption that daBb > 0. We also refer to daBb as the pairwise margin

(for pairwise comparisons) of a over b in the population. Let us denote by

Table 1. Probabilities that one candidate is preferred to another by a majority in
the sample as a function of sample size for the ANES 1996 survey (Fig. 1a). For
any two candidates a, b we use the following abbreviations in the table: Pða � bÞ ¼
PðNaBb > NbBaÞ, Pða@ bÞ ¼ PðNaBb ¼ NbBaÞ

N Pðc � d Þ Pðc@ d Þ Pðd � cÞ Pðp � d Þ Pðp@ d Þ

50 0.967 0.010 0.024 0.125 0.034
101 0.996 0.001 0.003 0.057 0.013
500 1.000 <1E�9 <1E�9 <1E�3 <1E�4

N Pðd � pÞ Pðp � cÞ Pðp@ cÞ Pðc � pÞ

50 0.841 <1E�3 <1E�3 1.000
101 0.930 <1E�6 <1E�6 1.000
500 1.000 0.000 <1E�26 1.000
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ErrðN; daBb; paEbÞ ¼ 1� PðNaBb > NbBaÞ the probability that b is erroneously
majority preferred to a in a sample of size N contrary to the majority prefer-
ence relation between alternatives a and b in the population.

Proposition 3. Equation (2) implies that

ErrðN; daBb; paEbÞ

¼
XN

i¼0

fBinði;N; paEbÞFBin

N � i

2

� �
;N � i;

daBb þ 1� paEb

2ð1� paEbÞ

� �
: ð5Þ

If no preferences with indi¤erence are allowed in the population (i.e., if

paEb ¼ 0), then according to (3) we have

ErrðN; daBb; 0Þ ¼ ErrðN; daBbÞ ¼ FBin
N

2

� �
;N;

1þ daBb

2

� �
: ð6Þ

Obviously ErrðN; dÞ decreases in d and N (separately for odd and
even N ) and approaches 0 for N !y (by definition d is positive). The risk
ErrðN; daBb; paEbÞ of an error regarding a; b decreases with respect to paEb. This
means, in particular, that ErrðN; daBb; paEbÞ < ErrðN; daBb; 0Þ ¼ ErrðN; daBbÞ.

In Table 2 we tabulate the su‰cient sample size for ErrðN; daBb; paBbÞ to be
less than .1% for various values of daBb and paBb.

For instance, it can be seen from Table 2 that if indi¤erence is ruled out,
and paBb ¼ 0:55 ¼ 1� 0:45 ¼ 1� pbBa, and thus daBb ¼ 0:10, that is, a has a
margin of ten percentage points over b in the population, then we need to
sample at least 951 observations (with replacement) in order to be at least
99.9% sure that the sample will not accidentally contain a (reversed) majority
preference of b over a.

On the other hand, if 30% of the population are indi¤erent between a and
b and the remaining 70% are split into 40% of the population preferring a over
b and 30% preferring b over a, i.e., a still has a margin of 10 percentage points

Table 2. Sample size, as a function of the pairwise margin (d ¼ daBb) and probability of
indi¤erence (p ¼ paEb), su‰cient for ErrðN; d; pÞ to be less than 0.1%

p
d

0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9

0.9 7 3
0.8 9 8 5
0.7 15 13 10 6
0.6 21 20 17 13 8
0.5 33 31 27 22 17 10
0.4 55 51 45 38 31 24 14
0.3 101 94 83 72 60 49 36 20
0.2 235 215 191 166 142 117 92 65 31
0.1 951 865 769 673 577 480 384 286 186 66
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over b, then a sample size of 673 observations will be su‰cient to be 99.9%
certain that a random sample will yield the correct majority preference (for the
pair a; b), namely that a is majority preferred to b.

For large enough N the multinomial distribution is approximated by a
multivariate normal distribution, and one may derive a normal approximation
of (5). Define adjusted pairwise margins d�aBb as

d�aBb ¼
daBbffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� paEb � d2
aBb

q ð7Þ

and let FNðxÞ be the standard normal cumulative distribution function.
Then, for large enough N, ErrðN; daBb; paEbÞ is approximated by the quantity
ErrNðN; d�aBbÞ, given by

ErrNðN; d�aBbÞ ¼ FNð�
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p

d�aBbÞ ¼ FN �
ffiffiffiffiffi
N
p daBbffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� paEb � d2
aBb

q

0

B@

1

CA: ð8Þ

We will now apply the method of bounds of Proposition 2 to the prob-
abilities of possible majority relations in a sample. Let us denote by M the
total number of pairwise margins: for m many alternatives M ¼ mðm� 1Þ=2.
It is straightforward to see that as N goes to infinity, the probability of obtain-
ing the correct majority relation in the sample goes to 1, provided the pairwise
margins are nonzero.7

Let us index all adjusted pairwise margins (given by (7)) in such a way that
d�1 a d�2 � � �a d�M . Consider the case when there is a unique minimal adjusted
pairwise margin, i.e., d�1 < d�2. Suppose that a �p b and that d�1 ¼ d�aBb. Let
�� ¼ ð�p W fðb; aÞgÞnfða; bÞg, obtained by replacing a �p b by b �� a. Using
(8) we then obtain the following theorem.

Theorem 1. If a unique minimal adjusted pairwise margin exists, then the fol-

lowing holds, with �� defined as above.

lim
N!y

Pð�s ¼ �� j�s 0�pÞ ¼ 1:

In words, for large enough sample size the only ‘‘possible’’ incorrect (sample)

majority relation is the majority relation �� ¼ ð�p W fðb; aÞgÞnfða; bÞg in which

for all pairs, except the pair ða; bÞ with the smallest adjusted pairwise margin,

the majority preference relation is the same as in the population.

Proof. Pð�s ¼ ��Þ has the following lower bound:

ErrNðN; d�1Þ � ðM � 1ÞErrNðN; d�2Þa Pð�s ¼ ��Þ:

7 From this perspective, the impartial culture assumption has a rather odd feature in
that it is impossible for a random sample of any odd size to match the majority pref-
erence relation of the population.
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The sum of the probabilities of all incorrect majority relations Pð�s 0�pÞ has
the following upper bound:

ErrNðN; d�1Þ þ ðM � 1ÞErrNðN; d�2Þb Pð�s 0�pÞ:

Therefore

Pð�s ¼�� j�s0�pÞ ¼
Pð�s ¼��Þ
Pð�s0�pÞ

b
ErrNðN; d�1Þ � ðM � 1ÞErrNðN; d�2Þ
ErrNðN; d�1Þ þ ðM � 1ÞErrNðN; d�2Þ

:

Because

lim
N!y

ErrNðN; d�2Þ
ErrNðN; d�1Þ

¼ 0;

therefore

lim
N!y

Pð�s ¼ �� j�s 0�pÞ ¼ 1: r

The relevance of this theorem can be seen in Fig. 2 and Table 3 and will be
discussed below.

A case of particular interest involves the property

d�aBb > 0

d�bBc > 0

�
) d�aBc > minðd�aBb; d

�
bBcÞ ðEa; b; c A CÞ:

We call this property moderate stochastic transitivity with strict inequalities

because of its similarity to moderate stochastic transitivity [24], which is the
same implication, with strict inequality signs, applied to the adjusted pairwise
margins.

Theorem 2. If moderate stochastic transitivity with strict inequalities holds in

the population then for any su‰ciently large sample drawn from this population

the next most probable majority preference relation after the population major-

ity preference relation is a transitive one.

Proof. If a unique minimal adjusted pairwise margin exists, then Theorem 1
trivially implies the result because a reversal of the smallest adjusted pairwise
margin, under moderate stochastic transitivity with strict inequalities, leads
again to a transitive majority relation.

If a unique minimal adjusted pairwise margin does not exist, i.e., d�1 ¼ d�2 ,
then the second most probable majority preference relation is still transitive.
Indeed, if there is no triple a; b; c involving the pairs with margins d�1 ¼ d�aBb

and d�2 ¼ d�bBc, then we can apply Theorem 1 directly to each triple. If the
pairs with adjusted pairwise margins d�1 and d�2 are in one triple, it may only be
the case that a �p b �p c, d�aBb ¼ d�bBc ¼ d�1 ¼ d�2 for some appropriate choice
of distinct a; b; c. From the normal approximation of the multinomial distri-
bution it follows that

lim
N!y

PððNbBa > NaBbÞX ðNcBb > NbBcÞÞ
PðNbBa > NaBbÞ þ PðNcBb > NbBcÞ

¼ 0
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unless the values NbBa �NaBb and NcBb �NbBc are perfectly correlated. But
these values are perfectly correlated if and only if paBbBc þ pcBbBa ¼ 1. In this
case, the probability of a cycle in the triple fa; b; cg is zero for any N. Apply-
ing bounds similar to the proof of Theorem 1 we get the result:

lim
N!y

Pða �s b; b �s c; c �s aÞ þ Pðb �s a; c �s b; a �s cÞ
Pðb �s a; b �s c; a �s cÞ þ Pða �s b; c �s b; a �s cÞ ¼ 1: r

Two illustrations. In Fig. 2 we present various properties for samples drawn

Fig. 2a,b. Bounds on probabilities of the correct majority winner and of no majority
winner, in samples from the GNES 1969 survey; probability of no majority winner in
samples from the impartial culture. The horizontal axis displays the sample size, the
vertical axis displays the probability. a is for odd N; b is for even N
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from a realistic distribution based on the 1969 German National Election
Survey (GNES) [27]. The 1969 GNES data are presented in Fig. 1b. We treat
the survey as a population from which we can draw random samples (with
replacement). Figure 2a treats the case of odd N, whereas Figure 2b covers
the case of even N. We plot 1) upper and 2) lower bounds on the probability
of the correct majority winner, 3) an upper bound on the probability of no
majority winner (for odd N this translates into an upper bound on the proba-
bility of cycles) and 4) for comparison, the probability of cycles when drawing
a sample of corresponding size from an impartial culture (instead of GNES).
There, our best lower bound on the probability of cycles is zero, and therefore
not displayed in the figure.

The three choice alternatives were c (CDU/CSU), f (FDP) and s

(SDP), the major German parties. The true majority ranking in the survey is
c �p s �p f , and the pairwise margins are: dcBs ¼ 0:02, dcBf ¼ 0:6, dsBf ¼ 0:58.
According to Theorems 1 and 2, if we now draw random samples (with
replacement) from the survey, the probability of the correct majority winner in
such a sample approaches 1 much more slowly (with increasing sample size)
than does the probability of transitive majority preferences in the sample.
Figure 2 also shows that the probability of a majority cycle for samples drawn
from an impartial culture are systematically higher than the corresponding
probabilities derived from our realistic distribution, the 1969 GNES.

We now look once more at the 1996 ANES survey to illustrate how we can
map out the complete picture of all possible (sample) majority preference out-
comes from pairwise majority preference probabilities. The 1996 ANES sur-
vey also di¤ers from the 1969 GNES survey in that indi¤erence was allowed
at the level of individual preferences. As we saw before, Table 1 contains the
derived probabilities for pairwise sample majority preferences as a function of
sample size derived from Eq. (2). Table 3 summarizes our analytical upper
and lower bounds on the probability of the correct majority preference rela-
tion (of Proposition 3) and compares them with the Monte-Carlo simulations
of Regenwetter et al. [29].

From Table 3 we can see that a sample of size 50 has a 96% chance of
correctly ranking Clinton ahead of Dole by majority rule, and a 84% chance
of correctly ranking Dole ahead of Perot. A group of 50 is virtually guaran-
teed to correctly rank Clinton ahead of Perot by majority rule.

For a random sample of 50, our upper bound on the chance of their cor-
rectly recovering the true majority order is 0.841, the lower bound is 0.807.
Regenwetter et al. [29] determined the probability of correctly recovering the
population majority preference in a sample of size 50 to be 0.8 by simulating
10,000 repeated samples (of size 50) from the 1996 ANES survey. For N b 100
the upper and lower bounds become extremely close and correspond to the
results of Regenwetter et al.’s [29] Monte-Carlo simulations.

These illustrations show that our upper and lower bounds provide a
surprisingly accurate assessment of the sampling probabilities for several of
the most probable majority relations in the sample (as long as the pairwise
margins in the population are nonzero). For N of several hundred the cor-
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rect majority order is virtually guaranteed. For even rather small N the sample
majority order c �s p �s d has much higher probability than any other incor-
rect majority order, or any cycle, in particular. This illustrates Theorem 1,
with �� ¼ fðc; pÞ; ðp; dÞ; ðc; dÞg.

4 Inferring population majority preferences from sample data

We now turn to the inverse problem of drawing inferences from observations
made in a sample of data. Suppose that we have a random sample of asym-
metric binary preference relations, and we want to draw an inference about
the probability of majority winners and majority social welfare relations in the
population from which the sample (of size N ) was drawn.

The natural approach is a Bayesian updating framework. Here, any pos-
sible population probability distribution over B is conceptualized as a set of
parameters p ¼ ðpBÞB AB with the restriction that

P
B AB pB ¼ 1. In order to

take into account the uncertainty in the values of these parameters, we con-
sider a family of jointly distributed random variables p ¼ ðpBÞB AB satisfying
the constraint that

P
B AB pB ¼ 1 (everywhere). The joint distribution of p will

capture the probability that p takes any particular parameter values. In par-
ticular, we will be interested in the probability that the population exhibits any
particular majority preference relation � for a given set of data. This translates
into finding the probability

Pð�p ¼ �Þ ¼ P

7
a�b

paBb > pbBa

X

7
c 6�d

pcBd a pdBc

0
BBB@

1
CCCA: ð9Þ

Clearly, � has to be asymmetric, since otherwise Pð�p ¼ �Þ ¼ 0. If, further-
more, � is complete, then (9) reduces to

Pð�p ¼ �Þ ¼ P 7
a�b

paBb > pbBa

 !
: ð10Þ

The first task towards finding this probability is to estimate the distribution of
p given the sample D ¼ ðNBÞB AB. According to the general Bayesian approach
(e.g., [19]) we can use Bayes’ formula:

PðDX pÞ ¼ PðDjpÞPðpÞ ¼ PðpjDÞPðDÞ:

Here PðpÞ is the prior probability distribution of p (before observing the data,
i.e., an assumption about this distribution or prior information) and PðpjDÞ is
the posterior distribution of p (after observing the sample of data, i.e., it is the
distribution that we wish to estimate).
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Clearly, PðDjpÞ has a multinomial distribution:

PðDjpÞ ¼ N!Q
B AB

NB!

Y

B AB

pNB

B ;
X

B AB

NB ¼ N:

Proposition 4. The posterior distribution PðpjDÞ is given by:

PðpjDÞ ¼ PðDjpÞPðpÞ
PðDÞ ¼ PðpÞ

PðDÞ
N!Q

B AB
NB!

Y

B AB

pNB

B ¼ const � PðpÞ
Y

B AB

pNB

B ;

and const is given by the normalization condition:
Ð

PðpjDÞ dp ¼ 1.

Now it is time to make an assumption about PðpÞ. A convenient and
common assumption is that PðpÞ has a Dirichlet distribution

PðpÞ ¼ GðaÞQ
B AB

GðaBÞ
Y

B AB

paB�1
B ;

X

B AB

aB ¼ a;

where GðaÞ is a gamma-function (for integers, GðN þ 1Þ ¼ N!). The reason
we use the Dirichlet is that it provides a very flexible and general class of dis-
tributions which can approximate almost any prior distribution. The Dirichlet
distribution belongs to the natural conjugate family for multinomial distribu-
tions, which means that in this case the posterior distribution is also Dirichlet.

Proposition 5. If the prior distribution PðpÞ is Dirichlet, then PðpjDÞ is also

Dirichlet and is given by:

PðpjDÞ ¼ GðaþNÞQ
B AB

GðaB þNBÞ
Y

B AB

pNBþaB�1
B : ð11Þ

Equation (11) provides a general framework for the estimation of majority
preferences in the population given a sample. The direct calculation of the
probability of any possible majority preference relation from the Dirichlet
distribution requires multidimensional integration. The latter is analytically
intractable and computationally extremely expensive. On the other hand, we
can use upper and lower bounds if we know the probabilities with which any
given candidate is preferred to any other given candidate by a majority.

Theorem 3. Given NaBb and NbBa in the sample, and given the parameters aaBb

and abBa of the prior distribution, the posterior probability that a is preferred to

b by a majority in the population is given by the following beta distribution:

Pðða �p bÞ jDÞ ¼ Fb
1

2
;NbBa þ abBa;NaBb þ aaBb

� �
: ð12Þ

A proof of Theorem 3 is provided in the Appendix. Notice that the probabil-
ity Pðða �p bÞ jDÞ is given by a beta distribution and depends neither upon the
number of indi¤erence relations (NaEbÞ in the sample nor upon aaEb in the
prior distribution.
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The appropriate choice of priors to adequately incorporate prior informa-
tion plays an important role in Bayesian statistics. We do not concentrate on
this choice, but illustrate our results by choosing priors that give the highest
weight to the sample information. This is equivalent to the assumption that
before observing a sample we have no information about p, so PðpÞ has a
‘‘flat’’ distribution (di¤use relative to the sample information), i.e., that each
set of parameters is equally probable. Without loss of generality, a ‘‘flat’’ dis-
tribution can be described as a Dirichlet distribution with aB a 1, EB A B.
Below we assume Eq. (12) together with aaBb ¼ abBa ¼ 1.8

As in Sect. 3, we introduce a function ErrðN; dÞ for the probability that the
results of a pairwise comparison in the population and in the sample di¤er.

Proposition 6. Let N ¼ NaBb þNbBa, d ¼ NaBb�NbBa

N
. Then ErrðN; dÞ is given by

ErrðN; dÞ ¼ Fb
1

2
;N

1þ d

2
þ 1;N

1� d

2
þ 1

� �
: ð13Þ

Equation (13) follows directly from Eq. (12), after the substitution aaBb ¼
abBa ¼ 1 and the use of the following equality:

1� Fb
1

2
;NbBa þ 1;NaBb þ 1

� �
¼ Fb

1

2
;NaBb þ 1;NbBa þ 1

� �
:

Having Eq. (12) for the pairwise majority probability or (13) for the
probability of erroneous pairwise majority preferences, we can use the method
of upper and lower bounds exactly in the same way as we did in Sect. 3. We
illustrate the method of upper and lower bounds in the inference framework
by analyzing survey data of the 1988 French National Election study (FNES)
[28]. Contrary to our earlier analyses, we will treat these survey data as a
random sample from some underlying population or culture, and we now ask
inference questions about the majority preferences in that population, given
the sample.

The original data consist of thermometer scores for five candidates m

(Mitterrand), b (Barre), c (Chirac), l (Lajoinie) and p (Le Pen). After recoding
the thermometer scores as strict weak orders, there are several hundred pos-
sible states of individual preference. The number of possible majority prefer-
ence relations is 310. However, according to our approach, we only need to
compute the population pairwise comparison probabilities. Table 4 summa-
rizes this analysis.

As can be seen in Table 4, the probability that the pairwise majority pref-

8 One referee pointed out the fact that the Dirichlet distribution also appears in
the impartial anonymous culture assumption [3, 4]. It is important to notice that under
the assumption of di¤use priors, the choice of a Dirichlet distribution is made only for
analytical convenience. Any other di¤use prior distribution (e.g., a normal distribution
with large enough variance) would lead to the same numerical results.
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erences in the population and in the sample do not coincide is very small for
each pair. An upper bound on the probability of an incorrect majority pref-
erence relation (i.e., di¤erent from m � b � c � l � p) is given by the sum of
the probabilities of erroneous pairwise majority preferences (across all pairs).
This upper bound equals 4.2E�13. In other words, we are virtually certain to
make the correct inference for all pairwise majority comparisons.

Continuing our analysis we can see that the second most probable
population majority ranking (given the data) is b � m � c � l � p, the prob-
ability of which is bounded from below by 3.5E�13 and from above by
3.8E�13 (Table 5). Analogously to Theorem 1, this probability again dra-
matically exceeds the probability of any other majority relation di¤erent from
the majority relation in the sample.

Notice in passing that all triples in this survey satisfy a property remi-
niscent of moderate stochastic transitivity with strict inequalities: for each
triple a � b � c we find ErrðaBcÞ < maxðErrðaBbÞ;ErrðbBcÞÞ. This implies
that for each triple the most probable erroneous majority preference relation

Table 4. Analysis of 1988 FNES data. For the binary preference between each pair of
candidates the number of respondents preferring x to y (NxBy), the number of respon-
dents preferring y to x (NyBx) and the probability of an incorrect inference of this pair-
wise majority preference are presented. The total number of respondents is 961

x; y x ¼ m;
y ¼ b

x ¼ m;
y ¼ c

x ¼ m;
y ¼ l

x ¼ m;
y ¼ p

x ¼ b;
y ¼ c

NxBy 538 546 786 734 442
NyBx 328 318 55 153 246
NxEy 95 97 120 74 273

Probability
of incorrect
inference

3.8E�13 3.2E�15 3.7E�167 3.5E�92 2.8E�14

x; y x ¼ b;
y ¼ l

x ¼ b;
y ¼ p

x ¼ c;
y ¼ l

x ¼ c;
y ¼ p

x ¼ l;
y ¼ p

NxBy 648 764 577 720 483
NyBx 173 104 248 103 271
NxEy 140 93 136 138 207

Probability
of incorrect
inference

8.2E�66 2.1E�125 1.9E�31 3.0E�115 4.0E�15

Table 5. Two most probable population majority preference relations for 1988 FNES

Ranking m � b � c � l � p b � m � c � l � p Any other

Upper bound 1.0–3.8E�13 3.8E�13 2.8E�14
Lower bound 1.0–4.2E�13 3.5E�13
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is a transitive one, not a cycle. Because all pairwise margins in 1988 FNES are
high enough, the probability of an incorrect inference is minuscule. If some
pairwise margins are low and the number of respondents in the survey is not
very high, as is the case for the GNES 1969 (Fig. 1) then the probability of
incorrect inference can be quite high. The 818 respondents of the GNES 1969
may lead one to infer an incorrect population majority preference relation with
probability 0.28.

5 Summary and conclusions

Van Deemen [38] in this journal concludes (p. 181, last paragraph)

A final remark concerns the equal likelihood of the voter preferences. As is
well-known, the assumption of impartial culture as employed in this paper
and in most other works in the field is highly implausible. It is empirically
more relevant to develop probability models that use vote frequencies, for
example obtained by elections, as input.

Following Van Deemen’s recommendation, we focus on the analysis of
real world distributions of preferences.9 We go beyond Van Deemen’s frame-
work by allowing individual preferences to be arbitrary asymmetric binary
relations. We also go beyond just analyzing the probability of the Condorcet
paradox in random samples from realistic distributions. As soon as we ana-
lyze real world data, we face the uncertainty of how reflective these data are of
the true distribution of preferences in the electorate. Therefore, Van Deemen’s
recommendation naturally leads to statistical considerations.

We provide two frameworks to conceptualize, quantify and assess the risk
of incorrect majority social welfare relations: 1) a statistical sampling frame-
work, where we quantify the probability that a random sample exhibits the
correct or an incorrect majority preference relation, relative to the population
it was drawn from, 2) a Bayesian inference framework, where a random sam-
ple is used to infer or update a probability distribution over possible majority
preference relations in the (unknown) population that the data were drawn
from.

We provide explicit formulae for the probabilities of pairwise majorities
in both frameworks. We show that the concepts of upper and lower bounds
using pairwise majority probabilities is extremely useful to analyze all possible
majority preference outcomes.

We prove that, for any number of candidates, if in the population (sam-
pling problem) or in the sample (inference problem) there is an asymmetric
complete majority preference relation (e.g., a strict linear ordering, or a strict
majority cycle) then for a large sample that same relation will be represented
in the sample (sampling problem) or inferred from the sample (inference prob-

9 Rather than rely on ballot data, however, we start with survey data.
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lem) with probability arbitrarily close to one. In particular this shows that the
probability of cycles approaches zero in large samples if the majority prefer-
ences in the population (or underlying culture) form a linear order. Although
a similar result for sampling has recently been published in this journal [35],
that result is based on strong additional assumptions, namely that preferences
are generated by cardinal utilities which are independent among voters. One
particular strength and elegance of our approach is that we derive our results
with virtually no constraints on the nature of individual preferences.

We define the concept of moderate stochastic transitivity with strict
inequalities as a property which guarantees that for su‰ciently large sample
size the second most probable majority preference relation (after the correct
one) is again a transitive (but incorrect) majority preference relation. The
required sample size depends on the actual pairwise margins and can be cal-
culated using the formulae for pairwise comparison probabilities.

Moderate stochastic transitivity with strict inequalities is in fact satisfied by
all survey distributions that we have investigated. This supports our conjec-
ture that incorrect transitive majority preferences are far more likely in prac-
tice than majority cycles (a fact which has to be compounded with the obser-
vation that the price to society might be higher when an incorrect decision is
made than when a decision is prevented or delayed by the occurrence of a
cycle).

Every social choice procedure is vulnerable to incorrect assessments based
on data in the presence of uncertainty. We envision similar analyses also for
other preference aggregation methods and tally procedures that generate a
social ordering. This social ordering is again the conjunction of pairwise com-
parisons and thus the logic of upper and lower bounds on the probability of
a correct or incorrect social ordering will, in principle, still apply. From an
analytical point of view, possible limitations to generalizing our approach
may arise from the computation of the paired comparison probabilities. From
a practical point of view, the only situation where the bounds will not be tight
is the knife-edge case when the pairwise tallies are tied. Another obvious lim-
itation of our results is the fact that many real world social choice data, such
as committee ballots or political election ballots can not safely be viewed as
random sample data. (An interesting exception, in principle, may be juries and
their group decisions.) This opens up a large array of possible refinements of
our approach. For example, each stakeholder, committee (or board) member
may be representative of one subpopulation, and each subpopulation may
have its own distribution of preferences. The next stage of the present frame-
work is to investigate such mixture (or hierarchical, or latent class) scenarios.

Another set of open questions is to use tools like the one presented here, to
make inferences about whether or not a particular tally procedure would
likely result in the election of a majority winner. This generalizes Regenwetter
and Grofman [31, 32] who provided evidence that approval voting tends to
elect a majority winner and Borda winner in practice.

From a decision sciences point of view, the real work lies still ahead:
Once the probabilities of various erroneous majority preference assessments
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are understood, these probabilities have to be compounded with the costs of
all possible errors. Determining the cost of using an erroneous but transitive
majority preference relation in a public policy context is a task that goes
far beyond the scope of this paper. For example, among those who believe
that the incorrect candidate was elected in the 2000 U.S. presidential election,
there undoubtedly is a broad range of opinions about the price tag of that
‘‘erroneous’’ outcome. We only emphasize that a majority cycle in a commit-
tee at least has the advantage of being noticed, whereas an incorrect but
transitive majority preference assessment may go unnoticed, and thus, uncor-
rected.

Our work is similar to the standard survey and polling research in that
our method can be applied to survey data. However the traditional focus of
survey research has been somewhat di¤erent, such as the representativity of
empirical samples and the challenge of predicting actual voting behavior from
opinion surveys. Our focus is on assessing how confident we can be that the
actual election outcome is correct, when the ballot casting and counting pro-
cesses contain components of uncertainty.

The task of aggregating preferences raises two important questions: 1)
What is a rational social choice function? 2) How accurately can we assess
a given social choice function in the face of uncertainty, based on available
information?

Traditional social choice theory has been preoccupied with the first ques-
tion. We have addressed the second question in the case of majority rule. In
majority rule, as long as majority preferences are transitive, Arrow’s ideal is
satisfied. Given a set of empirical rating or ranking data, our framework per-
mits to assess the probability, not only, that Arrow’s ideal is satisfied, but also
that we are making a majority rule decision which, besides being rational, is
also correct.

Appendix

Proof of Theorem 3. Let us consider a sample in which we know NaBb, NbBa,
and NaEb; NaBb þNbBa þNaEb ¼ N. The parameters of the prior Dirichlet
distribution are given by aaBb, abBa, aaEb, aaBb þ abBa þ aaEb ¼ a. We introduce
the following abbreviations: G ¼ NaBb þ aaBb � 1 (a is Greater than b), L ¼
NbBaþ abBa� 1 (a is Less than b) and S ¼ NaEbþ aaEb� 1 (a is the Same as b).
Then for the posterior distribution of pbBa ¼ l and paEb ¼ s ( paBb ¼ g is
determined by the equality g ¼ 1� s� l ), we have from (11):

Pðl; s jG;L;SÞ ¼ GðG þ Lþ S þ 3Þ
GðG þ 1ÞGðLþ 1ÞGðS þ 1Þ l

LsSð1� s� lÞG:

The condition that a is preferred to b by a majority in the population means
that g > l or l < 1�s

2 , so for the probability that a is preferred to b by a
majority in the population we obtain:
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Pðða �p bÞ jDÞ

¼ P l <
1� s

2
jD

� �

¼ GðG þ Lþ S þ 3Þ
GðG þ 1ÞGðLþ 1ÞGðS þ 1Þ

ð1

s¼0

sS

ðð1�sÞ=2

l¼0

l Lð1� s� lÞG dl

 !
ds:

Substituting t ¼ l
ð1�sÞ yields

ðð1�sÞ=2

l¼0

l Lð1� s� lÞG dl ¼ ð1� sÞLþGþ1

ð1=2

0

tLð1� tÞG dt:

Denoting the cumulative beta distribution of variable x with parameters Lþ 1
and G þ 1 by Fbðx;Lþ 1;G þ 1Þ, namely

Fbðx;Lþ 1;G þ 1Þ ¼
ð x

0

GðG þ Lþ 2Þ
GðG þ 1ÞGðLþ 1Þ t

LtG dt;

we get the following result

P l <
1� s

2

� �
jD

� �

¼ GðG þ Lþ S þ 3Þ
GðG þ 1ÞGðLþ 1ÞGðS þ 1Þ

GðG þ 1ÞGðLþ 1Þ
GðG þ Lþ 2Þ

� Fb
1

2
;Lþ 1;G þ 1

� �ð1

s¼0

sSð1� sÞLþGþ1
ds

¼ GðG þ Lþ S þ 3Þ
GðS þ 1ÞGðG þ Lþ 2ÞFb

1

2
;Lþ 1;G þ 1

� �
GðG þ Lþ 2ÞGðS þ 1Þ

GðG þ Lþ S þ 3Þ

¼ Fb
1

2
;Lþ 1;G þ 1

� �
:

Returning to our original notation we get formula (12) in Sect. 4. r
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